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June - PM. Need to pick a few brains.. Any help appreciated. I am about to embark on a build
and before I commit to the engine block modifications can anyone assist me with many
questions. The bike rocker has no filler neck for oil. How do you overcome this? Drill rocker,
separate filler neck? What are the best plugs to use? I trust the head gasket is a modified a. I get
the just of removing the lobes from the original crank asthere are no push rods, also about
having it put back into the block to run the oil pump and to seal the original cam holes.. Or has
anyone left the lobes on? What pressure is there in the fuel return line? Have you just used the
standard bike fuel rail with the conversion? Has everyone used standard radiator or gone 4
core? Do you use the standard bike throttle body choke -is the standard mini cable long
enough? What accelerator cable did you use? Has anyone made a manifold for this with any
success? Turbo may be something I look at later. Just want to get it running for now. Yes I
know the benefits of replacing for new piston but running the 16v I will need to have the piston
machined to accommodate for clearances.. I know it makes sence but can the 2 pin take it.. So
many questions Thanks for reading- if I have not sent you to sleep already. Feel free to p.
Posted 16 June - PM. Hello Mr Pirie, as Richie has said, its a good idea if your going to embark
on a K engine build, you can also look at the builds on the saloon section of this forum if you
haven't done so. Richie has answered most your questions, but I will add a little. You can also
get an alloy filler cap TIG welded on to the cam cover, but this affects the bonnet you put on. I
have heard of a few guys running the BK gasket, but the head and block have to be dry decked,
and extra holes drilled. I have a Jenvey fuel rail with 6 JIC fittings on it, with a 3. You will also
have to fit a MPI fuel pump to get to required pressure, if your going to go the injection route. If
you are going injection, as with most of the guys who have done this conversion, you do not
require a choke cable. I have used the standard mini one, as I have modified the throttle body to
suit it. Take a look at my build 96 Equinox k Again SC will do this for you, or Force Racing. Hope
this helps a wee bit, not to put you of, but either the Force Racing or the Specialist Components
kits are straight bolt on jobs, they still require a fair bit of work, but if look through my project,
Richie's, or Mini silver bullets one on the other section of engine builds, you can iron out a lot of
the pit falls we have encountered. Posted 17 June - PM. So interesting how everybody makes
fine solutions for all small things to such a project like a K head modification. This is mounted
to the lower side of the condensation pot of the gear case. Inside I pushed the "steel wool"
some up and welded in a barrier to avoid the wool falling down again. Important to realize, when
you keep the lobes on, the cam needs to be in proper sync with the crankshaft. Otherwise there
is possibility for lobes hitting the piston skirts. Another advantage of jackshaft with removed
lobes: You can prime you oil system without cranking the engine. Simply release the
distribution belt from the jack shaft pulley, then drive the outside with a battery powered drill. I
kept the oil feed line detached from the entry at the rear of the head. In a few seconds the pump
filled all hoses, filter, oil cooler, journals etc and was flowing out of the hose on top. If using fuel
lines in interior, please consider "Aeroquip"style braided hoses. Good stuff for low money at
Torques. For fuel be aware that even the highest quality nitrile type rubber hoses will sweat fuel
particles. This is also required for FIA racing cars. This will give a decent connection and looks
great. With BMW K head this is a challenge where to place an alternator. Finally I milled an
aluminium bracket in front of the top side of the crank shaft pulley on which I mounted the
smallest Denso alternator. There is a lever system on the side of the throttle position sensor. It
actually just enables you to pull up the idling. I installed another outer cable of Venhill braided

goodies for Harley with a 1,5mm dia flexible inner cable, brazed to the original pull button of the
dashbord. The electrical switch will be connected to a control light at the instrument panel
Alfetta Standard cable for sure too short. Direct to firewall a 90 deg bent pipe, then braided hose
till another 90 deg bent pipe connected to the throttle bodies. Original position of the pipe
connection to the throttlebodies has been moved from top rail to the lower, so the cable can
approach from below, cleaner looks. If you need pics, let me know. Pity this forum will not
accept upload of pics directly, only by URL link. Such thing I did with Photobucket, but those
idiots hijacked all pics and you first have to pay etc etc. Posted 19 November - AM. Posted 23
November - PM. What have you all done about the water cooling. Obviously the standard water
pump is capable as some have used it. But what do you do for the dry deck outlet? Or have you
not gone full dry deck type? Just can not see any decent pics of what folks have done. Core
plug area Maybe? I trust the standard bike timing lobe just gets skimmed off when doing the
rocker cover modifications I can see the obvious benefits of a 4 core radiator but is it really
required? Will probably get one eventually but will 2 core do for getting it going? Links I found
useful. Community Forum Software by IP. Javascript Disabled Detected You currently have
javascript disabled. Please log in to reply. Posted 15 June - AM O. Members 1, posts Location:
Somerset. Posted 15 June - PM O. I did not build this myself 1. Some people tap the rocker
cover. You can also get a filler that goes in place of the breather. I have neither and just remove
the breather stub and use a funnel 2. Will go and look - I need to order a new set for service
anyway 4. Buy a dedicated reinforced head gasket. SC, force racing etc 5. Mine uses standard
water pump. Works fine For road use 6. No idea. Mine just returns to fuel tank under gravity 8.
Only usually needs this when stationary 9. No clue SCs cable Used SCs Unsure on machining.
Mine was bored to and forged pistons. Would recommend cross pin. Posted 16 June - PM Hello
Mr Pirie, as Richie has said, its a good idea if your going to embark on a K engine build, you can
also look at the builds on the saloon section of this forum if you haven't done so. Same as
Richie, the SC system. Standard water pump for me as well. As above. Super 2 core, and 6 blade
metal fan which i used on my SPI engine. I think Fusion Fabrications make them for turbo
applications, the SC is very good. As Richie, a wee stronger than the 2 pin. Edited by 72hump,
16 June - PM. Posted 16 June - PM Brilliant chaps thanks. This is what I was looking for.. I will
read the build threads again and take notes If it is not causing you to scratch your head then
Posted 17 June - PM So interesting how everybody makes fine solutions for all small things to
such a project like a K head modification. Mine is done with a SC kit incl engine management.
This will give a decent connection and looks great 8 I use a custom made front cooler since
Finally I milled an aluminium bracket in front of the top side of the crank shaft pulley on which I
mounted the smallest Denso alternator 9 Original throttle valves of BMW K has "choke". Posted
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And after miles I realize that I has lost a Today at am by chris BMW K only idles well on side
stand! Fuel pump replacement today. Just thinking Voltage at Pin 1 Fuel injection controller
plug. Why do the strippers put the exhaust can on the right side? How to repair a leaking fuel
tank? Acewell md with BEP3. Bike won't idle properly, please help! More things to do in
lockdown when you're bored Gear Indicator flickering at Idle? Bmw k hiding the battery cafe
school me on bmw k s 13x forums the cafe racer e book plans how to build bmw k cafe racer.
Bmw k hiding the battery cafe racer forum school me on bmw k s 13x forums the cafe racer e
book plans how to build bmw k cafe racer motorcycle forum. Notify me of follow-up comments
by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the
website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and
is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. About The Author masuzi. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Notify me

of follow-up comments by email. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll
assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This
website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out
of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as
they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party
cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be
stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these
cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing
experience. Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary. In the s the engineering
team at BMW Motorrad faced a Japanese motorcycle boom largely based around exceedingly
powerful 4-cylinder bikes, the British, American and Italian motorcycle manufacturers were all
struggling with the same problem â€” namely, how do you compete with reliable, powerful,
well-engineered and fun to ride motorcycles that are being sold at a price point lower than even
your own cheapest offering? They eventually settled on a cc straight-4 built by Peugeot, they
decided to lay the engine on its side and by laying it longitudinally they avoided having to add a
90 degree angle between the direction of the crankshaft and driveshaft. Once the new model
was released the team at BMW Motorrad sat back and waited to see what would happen. This
was a company famous for building boxer-twin, air-cooled motorcycles and some were
concerned that the purists would be furious over a water-cooled straight Paul then set about the
internet to find the parts he needed, a Dakota digital dash replaced the stock instrument cluster
and when viewed as part of the finished bike, it fits the theme perfectly. Once Paul had finished
the bike he took it out for some shakedown testing on a nearby race track, he quickly noticed
that at speeds in excess os kph the bar-end rear vision mirrors would fold in due to
aerodynamic pressure, he replaced them both and the problem was solved. The front end was a
right-off so somehow, he managed to figure out how to install the front end from a Yamaha R1
onto a BMW K A special triple-tree had to be fabricated and there was much wailing and
gnashing of teeth throughout the whole process, finally and through what I assume involved
some high level of black magic, it was all installed and working properly. The finished bike has
an impressive side-profile, it looks almost like an official BMW concept motorcycle designed to
invoke the spirit of the classic K â€” an idea that BMW would be wise to wholeheartedly
embrace. Paul tells me that the bike handles remarkably well thanks to its new, more modern
front and rear suspension and significantly reduced weight, apparently it has no problem
keeping pace with his KR â€” which is an achievement unto itself. He clearly has a talent for it,
so it would be a shame if he stopped here. Silodrome was founded by Ben back in , in the years
since the site has grown to become a world leader in the alternative and vintage motoring
sector, with millions of readers around the world and many hundreds of thousands of followers
on social media. This article and its contents are protected by copyright, and may only be
republished with a credit and link back to Silodrome. It may seem odd that the Swissâ€¦. Read
More. The Norton Commando S was the scrambler version of the Commando series, a model
range from Norton that would prove to be one of their best sellers even as the onslaught of
motorcycles fromâ€¦. This is a rare HKS Speedway Special from , it was designed and built for
Japanese Auto Racing â€” a form of motorcycle racing somewhat similar to American flat track
racing but held exclusively onâ€¦. There are few people better suited to the classic vehicle
restoration business than the Germans. Ben Branch. Published by Ben Branch - June 19th
Japanese Motorcycles. Electric Motorcycles Engineering Motorcycles. British Motorcycles.
Board Trackers Indian Motorcycles. Engineering Motorcycles Racing. British Cars Classic 4x4
German. The advertisements above are Google-sponsored. These support the testing I do.
Thank you for clicking on them at every visit, and for your donations! The Donating article
extensively explains this website's history, philosophy, and operations. Side-stand switch :
Many a K bike owner has had problems with the sidestand switch. The switch is in the circuit for
the fuel pump relay coil, and if the switch is not electrically closed, the fuel pump will not
operate. Those of us with sidecar rigs simply remove the switch and join the wires. BMW makes
the switch with its wire and plug as one removable assembly. That plug fits into its mating plug
found on the RIGHT side of the frame not far from the computer and battery, and it has a
green-yellow wire and a green-red wire. Cut the plug, join those two wires neatly, use shrink
tubing over them. Keep in mind that if you bypass the switch, you eliminated a safety item. I
make no recommendations. DO NOT ride off with the side-stand down!! One such item is the B
ulb lamp M onitoring U nit, which may be called a 'relay' on schematic legends. We usually call
it the BMU. BMW calls it lampencontrollgeraet. In the majority of the instances of a failure of this
bulb monitoring relay box, it typically shows itself by intermittent or no lamp power. The
problems are poor solder joints on the BMU model with the reed relays version, on the
soldering side of the printed circuit board, whether or not you have a modified lamps system. If

you have added any incandescent lamps to existing lamps circuitry, the additional lamps may
draw a fair amount of current, and will tend to heat up the BMU solder joints even more. Further
down this article is information on how to resolder the reed-relay version of the BMU, not as
easy as it sounds. If the ABS warning light will illuminate bulb is known good and do such as
turning off after reaching the minimum speed, These bikes need silver color base metal type
lamps. Do not use 'American' or other lamps with brass colored bases. Clean the bases of all
lamps, I use very fine steel wool or quite fine grit sandpaper Another rather common problem is
that both front and rear brake light switches must be operational, or a fault may be registered
and the red light will come on, and stay on. If you do not first activate both brakes; or, if one or
both switches are faulty; the warning light will not extinguish. Both versions look the same on
the outside ; and have the same part number on the outside of the case on the top. The ones I
have seen all had a number Only usually the early version with the three reed relays gives
problems The BMW number is 61 31 1 This unit is complicated in operation. The internals of the
bulb monitoring relay unit has the various lamps such as the running and brakes lamps passing
their current through either a coil on a reed relay, or through a thin band of metal on the later
models. On the reed relays version, which is the version that usually gives trouble, note that I
said that the current passes through the reed relay COIL. This is a bit simplified, as there are
three relays and there is a current flow under certain conditions through one reed switch. The
magnetic field created by the current in their coils is what actuates the internal reed contacts
inside those reed relays. The reed relays are configured so that total lamp current for that
particular reed relay must exist in roughly the proper amount, or the dash pod lamp will indicate
a fault. This particular function is quite tricky in how the reed relays circuitry is designed. In the
same complicated manner, the brake monitoring reed relay is set up to monitor and respond to
first use of both front and rear brakes , before extinguishing the lamp in the instrument pod
delta symbol, red. Yes, complicated, plus the timers and other functions. If the brake lamp
current is too low lamp burned-out, or an LED substituted the delta dash lamp will be
illuminated, and will not be turned off by the use of the front and rear brake. Adding lamps that
draw considerable current incandescent lamps will possibly overheat the lousy factory
soldering job at the reed relay connections. I have seen bad solder joints at those reed relays
even with the stock lamps. It is not the low current drain, it is far more complex, as an LED is,
after all, a type of diode. Addition of incandescent lamps usually causes malfunction or display
of the problem light output of the BMU strictly from the too-high current. The ABS has another
lamp in the instrument pod, not talking about that one here. If the rider fails to manually turn off
the turn signals called trafficators in U. The specification is 10 seconds above 30 mph, or feet m
in slow traffic. If a rear run or brake lamp burns out, the center delta warning symbol instrument
pod lamp is supposed to illuminate to warn you of a bad lamp. You also have a ABS cancel
bypass dash switch that is in the circuitry. If you have gotten the idea that the electrics for just
lamps and a few functions are way overly complicated in your BMW bike, you are certainly
correct. However, requirements of various Countries has made it mandatory in many instances,
and BMW has also incorporated additional functions. There is a saying, paraphrasing here, that
if BMW can make it more complicated, it will. A mini-summary here is The bulb monitoring relay
unit is a costly item. It gets complicated if you try to use LED lamps instead of normal drain
lamps. I have information in this section, below, on what is going on, and how to solve the bulb
monitor indication problem, well, with caveats. I do not recommend adding high drain lamps,
without being prepared for re-soldering the reed relay connections inside this bulb monitoring
box. It is possible that soldering problems would be much less likely on the NON-reed-relay
version, but I have not tested for that. I will get into various things about the BMU in the
following sections. You can remove the bulb monitoring unit, save it with your BMW shelf items.
You will need to make up short jumpers. These are, EACH, just short jumper wires with male
spade connectors on each end. You will simply be, in-effect, jumpering certain wires that
already are connected to female connectors in the socket that the BMU was removed from.
Push these male spades of your made-up jumpers into the appropriate socket places
corresponding to the wire colors for that socket. Jumper the green-black may be white-black
this connection wire goes to fuse F2, which is supplied power via the ignition switch to the
gray-black this is to the rear running light. Result of the above jumpering should work on all
Classic K-bikes. Depending on the bike, your BMU no longer monitors the rear running and rear
brake lamps because you removed it, and then added the jumpers so the lights would work. In
addition, monitoring will no longer operate the hazard and ABS fault lamps, etc. This should not
be of any real problem; at least it never has been, for me. I DO check that my lamps work by a
visual look-see! Remember how older motorcycles with no bulb monitoring, etc. There is
another way to bypass some of the bulb monitoring relay functions, and I will show two
versions below. In both these two methods, the BMU unit is left plugged-in, after its

modification. If you do this modification, the delta symbol lamp will properly illuminate upon the
ignition being turned ON, and will be extinguished after use of BOTH front brake and rear brake
You can do this with the battery still connected:. Do NOT strain the wire from the pump, etc, as
you lift the tank; disconnect things as needed. Use a block of wood under the tank to keep it
high. The BMU black box under discussion is against the middle of left side of relay box. Be
careful not to stick the tool in too far. You will want to replace it properly later. No reed relays?
Yes for the relays? You will be adding a jumper wire. The rest of the instructions follow after the
photos. Below, shown with uninsulated wires, which is OK as used, above the PC. You may
want to use insulated wires. Do the basic jumpering of Method 1. Do two additional jumperings.
These optional jumpers are not described here as to complex functions, but I recommend you
do them; particularly if you have a sidecar rig with added incandescent lamps. Carefully
examine the printed foil side of the board. Use a strong magnifying lens. You may find bad
solder joints, even cracks. It is rather difficult to properly solder to the reed relay posts on the
printed circuit side of the board two posts at each end of each relay. That is due to the type of
relay post metal. Use acid-core solder. I am aware of the potential problems with acid-core
solders, which is not important here! You must use a quite hot soldering iron, preferably with a
tip assembly that is fairly massive. The soldering iron need not be overly high in wattage, even a
25 watt one with a large tip MASS is adequate. In the majority of instances of failure of the BMU,
the problems are poor solder joints at the reed relays on the soldering side of the printed circuit
board, whether or not you have a modified lamps system. The connection prongs stiff wires of
the reed relays are made of a metal that is NOT easy to solder. I have seen many a factory
soldering job that is poor here. The various stock lamps draw enough current that the solder
connection overheats and fails. This is especially so if you have extra lamps. I use a 10x eye
loupe to look at the solder joints. If the joint is poorly soldered, cracked, broken, or
questionable, re-solder it. When you are finished soldering, clean with Q-tips and alcohol, and
inspect with the 10X eye loupe loupe again. If you have it available, plumbers solder, used with
rosin as the flux, will make for a joint that will hold up to heat a bit better Because of that, I use
the acid core solder first, then clean, then re-solder with plumbers with rosin flux. Use a strong
light, and tilt the board one way, then another, so to eliminate tiny shadows and reflections. DO
NOT use acid-core solder on anything but the reed relay short stubby wires on the soldering
side of the board. The reason for being so persnickety about all this soldering business is that
even with only the stock incandescent lamps the current flow through the solder joints is fairly
high for the solder-interface. Reassemble the relay into its black box. Connect the socket to the
relay and install the relay with the 8 mm hexhead holdown screw, which need not be too tight, it
only holds this plastic relay. Test the functions with the key switch ON. You should have a rear
running light. The rear brake light should light up if the front brake lever is pulled backwards or
rear brake lever is pushed. Pushing both, either together or one at a time, should extinguish any
warning lamp. If you have ABS, and depending on the optional jumper, etc. Bulb monitoring
may be defeated. NOT defeated is the time and distance shut-off off the turn signals. These
BMU's don't seem to fail much. Those metal strips seem to be VERY low ohm resistors. I think
one or more can be replaced, if needed with a simple piece of copper wire Adding in the
"flasher" unit to the discussion of the BMU, etc :. A standard incandescent lamp produces
better light output, in all directions, than most all LED conversion lamps. Conversion to LED
lamps does offer very long lamp life, and if done properly you can add several LED lamps or
lamp assemblies, etc. Owners often modify the turn signal lamp sockets for dual functions,
such as adding a running lamp function to the turning lamp function; or, adding braking lamp
function. Perhaps the front turn signals lamps sockets are modified for running and turning. I
consider that type of conversion to not be good, because you really do want the front turn
signals to stand-out strongly to oncoming traffic. But, I do provide information, and
combination High Brightness LED lamps in the common bulb package can work for this. I
recommend the EURO lamps, not the NOTE that silver base lamps are more reliable for
connection, than brass base types. These are made in "" types and similar, that include extra
brightness for turn functions, and my comments are the same. Still, it can be done with a bit of
work on the reflector, and then is reasonably OK. I suggest the same cautions, I recommend
using common or similar incandescent lamps, in silver base or equivalent for those twin
functions, as its brake or turn section of the lamp is VERY much brighter compared to the LED
units that are supposed to substitute for a lamp. You can also consider using LED arrays.
Inspect the clutch lever behind the transmission. The arm rotates on a pair of needle rollers
assemblies, and water in there is not nice. Consider removing the lever and drilling, grooving,
and tapping, for a grease zerk in the flat area, and cross drilling to the bore. Do not weaken the
shaft and lever. I still think that the shaft lever should be modified to be greasable with a Zerk,
but the forward fender extension is a nice thing to have. You will find your fender is likely

already pre-drilled for the extension. Originally this mod could be done by the dealer under
warranty. Fuel Injector and hoses problems. If your injectors need cleaning and rebuilding yes,
even the O-ring, etc. There are several types of fuel injection system hoses used on the BMW K
bikes. Check with the on-line sources or your dealership, no need for me to list all the hose
numbers for the in and out of the fuel rail, the vacuum, etc. For inside the fuel tank, the hose
type is called R, which is only important if you are going to NAPA or other autoparts store. From
BMW, the correct hose is There have been some reported problems in the last few years, from
areas you might not think of. The Fuel Injectors on our bikes are similar to most, and certainly
similar to the ones used by GM. Years ago, gas hoses inside the fuel tanks were being
destroyed by such as gasohol and other additives. That is seen less now, but many of our K
bikes have original hoses! There have been quite a few FI problems. This is particularly so with
alcohol fuels. The problem was sulfate concentrations in ethanol fuels. Anything over 8 ppm
and certainly if nearing 20 ppm were causing problems. The sulfates would pass right on
through the filters! The standards for fuels were changed, and the problems greatly lessened,
so the problems seen back then are mostly gone. The new standards are maximum 4 ppm
sulfates. That did not fix the problems from deteriorating hoses, and one such deterioration
actually adds liquid plasticizers to the fuel, and the injectors could stick. Another problem was
when people first started using ethanol-laced fuels for the first time. The alcohol acted as a
solvent on them. Contaminants were seen from all sorts of container ships, distribution
channels, and so on, until the alcohol dissolved the contaminants and minimized them. GM
found that the contaminants released when ethanol was used for the first time were MORE of a
problem than the sulfates in the older fuels. Because of these various problems, GM, Honda,
and Toyota and BMW all got together and specified a new standard for fuels with a very
specified detergent type and amounts. The new standard was called Top Tier Detergent
Gasoline. Information is at This is leading to more FI problems, deposits, etc. California has
special regulations. What I am doing is putting Techron in my fuel every few months, and
purchasing Chevron or other Top Tier fuels occasionally. Using a Top Tier fuel is what I
suggest. Read 4B. If you do NOT use leaded fuels in these bikes, then do keep an eye on the
valve clearances more often than usually done. Driveshaft repairs, U-joint repairs,
modifications, etc. Brunos in Ontario Canada Bruno may have retired. Thus, the driveshafts
must match. Black wire goes to switch 3, same as plug 2. Orange wire goes to switch 1, same as
plug 1. Mark your parts! The clutch alignment tool is "nice to have" but not absolutely
necessary. Before lubricating the transmission input splines, assemble the clutch and tighten
the clutch bolts only enough to barely hold the clutch plate in place against gravity. Using your
fingers around the outside edges and your eyeballs to get the clutch plate centered as best you
can. Slide the transmission on and wiggle it around until the input shaft finds the clutch plate.
Rotate the transmission input shaft if you have to usually only a small amount is needed by
having the transmission in 5th gear and rotating the output. Push the transmission forward all
of the way Then tighten the six clutch bolts to specifications. Recheck that the transmission will
install. Lube the transmission input shaft splines. NEVER lube the clutch disc splines. Rotate
the radiator fan by hand a turn or two after a Winter storage period. If you can't reach it, use a
long rod, even a wood dowel. The Fuel pump connector and wires go under the tank area to the
inside pump and can become problems, with wire breaks and connector corrosion, etc. If the
pump does not run, check those things. If the bike sputters to a stop, it may be fuel pressure in
the fuel tank. Open the cap, engine running, ignition on: pump running?? If not, check the fuel
tank connector behind the RH side panel, then the relay in the housing below the tank, and its
fuse. There have been problems with the electrical connector, and the wires as they go into the
tank. Other possibilities include the pick-up screen being clogged A typical problem is that the
fuel filter may need replacing If the heated grips are on, especially on HIGH, and you see the
alternator lamp is faintly illuminated, usually only seen at night, that is normal. The cause is
small accumulative voltage drops in the alternator system. If more noticeable, I suggest you
clean connections at plugs, etc. There is a diode installation fix, I recommend you do not do it.
Due to its enrichment sensor, the engine runs rich until warmed fully, so ride off relatively soon.
A minute or two warm-up is enough unless below freezing, if so, another minute or three. Ride
off gently at first, avoiding large amounts of throttle, especially below rpm. Avoid using over
rpm. Once the temperature is up a reasonable amount, then use whatever throttle you want.
Failure to start can sometimes be traced to a shorted grip, causing 1 fuse to blow; also due to
side-stand switch problems on 16V models. The reason the 1 fuse can cause a no-start is
because this fuse, which goes to the instruments, also supplies power for the starter switch and
clutch switch. Remove the final drive every year This is especially important on K75 models.
Pull the driveshaft and do the other end too. With Paralever models, be sure to synchronize the
U-joints there is a sketch on this website. On Pre -Paralever models, water sometimes gets into

the swing-arm. Usually this is through the joint-face between the final drive and the swing arm.
This can end up causing shaft failure, I recommend removing the final drive, driveshaft, and
greasing the splines. You can use blue Hylomar on the seal joint. I recommend you do this on a
scheduled basis. I suggest not over 6 years, but it also depends on your mileage and if mostly
short trips. The K bikes vent the fuel tank fumes into the crankcase. You will likely find that
modifying the system, using the plastic cup available from BMW for the pipes at the rear of the
tank, is a good and better idea. There is a lot more on this on the A LOT of labor is involved with
cleaning and lubrication of the transmission input splines on Classic K-bikes. Use a good
grease. My article 73 has an extensive discussion. Had been published by me elsewhere's, this
is an updated version, and edited for clarity. Make initial changes in part 2 of the above article. I
will complete it, add photos, etc. Upload with new photo, etc. Justify article to left. Updated meta
codes, scripts, H. We offer a range of services for classic road and race motorcycles as well as
modern machines. The BMW KRS is one of the best budget-sport tourers out there, and a good
bet to appreciate over the years. Hello, The bike is a , 16v, Krs So, the cooling fan was working
just fine, but the thermostat was pretty inconsistent, so I got to working on it. I repl. Valve Stem
Pliers. On the subject of "drive shaft u-joint phasing" for paralever drive shafts: Link Yermo 6
years ago. Special tool for tightening the right side swingarm pivot pin lock nut: Link Yermo 6
years ago. Tires: To my shock and horror there are no Pilot Road 4 rears available for my bike
from Revzilla. This is disturbing and I guess a consequence of riding such an old bike. Going to
go with Pilot Road 3's for now. Link Yermo 6 years ago. Eventually, when I get "bike profiles"
built, we'll have a better place to keep this kind of info. My front pads are shot. I'm running
Spiegler USA rotors and matching pads. I had forgotten what pads I run so I contacted Spiegler
and amazingly they sent me a copy of the invoice from when I did the rotors. When I re-installed
the swingarm and final drive, this is the thread locker I used: Link Yermo 6 years ago. Here are
the results: Photo Yermo 6 years ago. That's pretty cool. I don't have experience reading Dyno
charts, but it's interesting how flat the curve is for your K bike. Incidentally, both the power and
torque numbers are very close to those for my M That is, the published numbers - I haven't had
it Dyno'd. And then my bike is about a quarter ton lighter, too. The tech was saying that this
chart indicates the engine is in good shape. I think it's at least half a ton heavier than your bike.
Came across this link today on Facebook and am filing it here for reference: Link Yermo 6 years
ago. I came across this list on Facebook today. A meta-list of part alternatives for the flying
brick: Link Yermo 4 years ago. Saving this for later: Link Yermo 4 years ago. So maybe we
shouldn't talk about why I am suddenly interested in the topic of KRS 4V engine rebuilds, but
I'm putting this here for reference later. Video Yermo 3 years ago. I 've bought it and check it,
overhaul what is needed to use it. Putting this here for research later. With some other tasks
behind me, it's time for me to focus on some wrenching on my '92 KRS. While doing some
research, I came across this article which might be of interest to some: Link Yermo 2 years ago.
Relevant to my interests: Link Yermo 2 years ago. Link Yermo 2 years ago. Cooling fan stopped
running, getting hot now. So at , my beloved Blue Oil Burner has started burning significantly
more oil than it has historically. It burns approximately ml per thousand miles now which is up
from around in the course of one oil change. That seems rather sudden to me and it seems to
be getting worse but I'll only be able to confirm that with some more miles. The bike smokes on
deceleration which implies valve stem seals. RubberChicken mentioned the possibility that
maybe the formulation of Mobil 1 15w50 has changed somehow creating my consumption
problem. I haven't been able to find any mention of it searching on google but I may not be
using the right search terms. Otherwise the bike seems to be running perfectly. It pulls strong. It
gets good mileage. It smokes a bit black on full throttle high RPM acceleration and blueish on
deceleration. For starters, I plan to do another leakdown test on it to see if anything has
dramatically changed. If the numbers come back somewhere close to where they were the last
time do I: - just run it and keep adding oil? Some have suggested that now it's finally time to get
a new bike. Found over on the kforum, a link to a valve stem tool: Link Yermo 2 years ago.
Pulling the head seems drastic. If you lose half a litre over several thousand miles I personally
would just leave it. Or save it for a winter project if you must dig into it. Half a liter over miles.
It's quite a lot now although I've read about guys who are losing a liter per thousand. That
seems like too much. Okay, I'd probably do something about that, too. Still, sounds like a winter
project. I don't know anything about valve stems. What about piston rings? It seems that if the
valve stem seals are bad it'll smoke on deceleration because as you have engine braking a
vacuum is created which when sucks oil down past the seal into the combustion chamber.. I
have to do a leak down test and check to see if air is getting past the rings to determine if
there's a problem there. On these bikes, from what I've read, that's typically not a problem at
this mileage. Back to Thread Index. Nekem nincs gondom az injektorokkal egyelore,de ha
cserelni kene en igazan lesz rnam azt a tobblet fogyasztast ha megy mint allat : Milyen arban

voltak az uj injektorok? Ja,meg mit csinal az a pannonia vilagitaskapcsolo a szivato elott? En az
elektronikara tippelnek, a befecskendezo nyitasi idejet az allitja. Inditasnal tobb ideig tartja
nyitva a befecskendezot,ezaltal majdnem dupla mennyisegu uzemanyagot ad ameg beindul a
motor,utana automatikusan normal uzemre valt. Nem tudom melyik szenzort vagy mit figyel az
elektronika,hogy tudja elindult a motor vagy nem,lehet ugy erzekeli nem indult el es
folyamatosan nyomja neki a benzint mintha inditoznal. Ez csak egy gondolat,ha lenne egy
kolcson vezerlo amivel kiprobalhatnad az jo lenne,de sajnos az soha nincs a kozelben. Az
biztos,hogy nem a hogombakat figyeli mert mire bemelegszik a motor,relativ sok ido
eltelik,talan az olajnyomas szenzort es a fordulat jeladokat hasonlitja ossze,azok eredmenye
alapjan vezerel. Nem biztos,hogy igy van,en csak ezekre gondolok mind lehetosegek.
Kakaskoma 1 napja. Bikertibor WolfiR80RT Mennydorges68 DinaMisi Brumfield, October minor
editing by Tom Childers, July First sold in Germany in First US models available in ABS first
available in ? This is a fairly good manual. Some repair procedures have been omitted, such as
the replacement of the oil sight-glass, but most major procedures are explained in a clear
manner. The index does leave a lot to be desired. This may be what BMW considers to be a
normal condition. Consult with a BMW mechanic. This could be either one or a combination of
oil or coolant. In some cases the nut rolls around until it punches a hole through the pump
cover, in others it just rolls around. Symptom: A high pitched squeal coming from the bike,
sounds like a faulty fan belt on an auto. Sometimes there is a hole in the pump cover, and in this
case it will leak fluid when the engine is shut down it actually runs in this condition â€” not a
recommended practice. The factory K exhaust system is a tuned stainless steel set up, in a
configuration that takes all four exhaust pipes into the muffler, as opposed to a four-into-one
configuration like a header for an auto. The stainless steel requires periodic cleaning to remove
dirt build-up that can result in corrosion and rust. This is a very common irritation to K owners.
This design is plagued with problems that cause rattles, including:. BMW has a retro-fit kit that
replaces the standard heat-shield attachment hardware. There can be a couple of problems
here. BMW says that the clutch cable should basically last the life of the bike, but some owners
find that they have been through two or three cables. This can be caused by:. A burr in the lever
assembly that needs to be removed, but the most common problem is a maintenance issue,.
These bikes use an inline expansion assembly approx. This could throw-off the fuel cut-off
throttle closed switch, causing fuel consumption problems and backfiring. Sparkplug, oil, and
air filter changes top the list of routine maintenance items. Bad idea â€” even if it looks like the
only alternative, consult with a BMW mechanic! The filter on the K, while accessible requires a
special tool to remove it or finger spun by Arnold Schwartzennegger. The bolts and plate are
directly under the engine. The tool is an aluminum, ratchet-mounted cup that fits over the end of
the filter. The ribs can be filed off. The oil level on the K is not measured by means of a
conventional dip stick. The upper and lower portions of the circle represent the upper and lower
oil level limits respectively. BMW recommends that the engine be at operating temperature, and
the engine stopped for a few minutes, with the bike on the center stand on a level surface before
the oil level is read. A lot of riders prefer V in front and H in the back. The K seems to be fairly
forgiving with various grades of gasoline. BMW does recommend the use of methanol gasoline
with the K engine. Above that level, drivability, and starting and stalling problems especially
under high temperatures or altitudes will occur. Extremely lean mixtures cause excessive
prolonged combustion temperatures which will lead to engine damage like burned valves,
plugs, etc. Only specially designed engines installed in FFV â€” Flexible Fuel Vehicles are able
to run on high content ethanol fuels. We hope this fully addresses your inquiry. If you have any
further questions, please respond to this e-mail or contact the Customer Relations and Services
Department at Our office hours are Monday through Friday from A. Brumfield, October minor
editing by Tom Childers, July 1. Electrical diagrams are included for the year-models covered by
the manual. Rebuild the pump assembly: a. Useful item. Very useful. This design is plagued with
problems that cause rattles, including: Stainless steel brackets welded to the muffler which hold
the nuts to secure the shield, deteriorate, rust, break, etc. The stainless steel nuts may
deteriorate. The wavy washers used in conjunction with the small bolts which hold the shield
on, flatten, resulting in loose bolts. The bolts are fairly soft, and excessive tightening can
damage the bolt heads. The heat shield may be lightly touching footpeg assembly, which
requires a slight position change of the shield to remedy the rattle. The later models use a
conventional lever mounted adjustment, such as the clutch cable adjuster. This procedure
eliminates a binding of the clutch disk and the transmission input shaft, which can cause
shifting problems to start with. Further transmission problems may result as a consequence of
not performing the lube. This requires the removal of the transmission. This problem requires
removal and dis-assembly of the transmission. Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. Tags: bmw k
brick classic racing k uscra. Joined: Aug 25, Oddometer: 1, Location: Netherlands. Try to find a

KRS rearwheel, that is a 17", you'll have way more choice in modern tires. Motronic has the
ignition and injection combined in 1 computer and you won't need the big airweight system in
the K airbox. Motronic is more easy to tune to gain power. Just place an other chip and you're
good. Mount the complete drivetrain of the K, the paralever makes for a more neutral ride. If you
can find a K 16V engine, use that, it'll rev more happily and has more power. Nice project! I'll
follow it! Joined: Nov 10, Oddometer: 8, Jim K in PA , Jan 8, If the paralever is used, maybe
some Romanian bling suspension could be applied. AdamChandler likes this. FreeTheBeast ,
Jan 10, Work this weekend included fork seals, re-assembly of forks and front wheel. Also more
sanding on the fuel tank. It's too cold now to paint it. If all the mechanical work gets completed
before Spring, to the professional paint shop it will go. Next up: Brake lines and pads Spline
lube Clutch inspection Final drive fluid change Exhaust installation with fabricated support
Control unit installation and programming. EvilClown likes this. ADV Sponsors. Jim K in PA ,
Jan 11, You still have the old cast iron water pump impeller. Are you going to upgrade that to
the later style? K pump swap? MauiCowie , Jan 11, FreeTheBeast , Jan 23, Very worn. It's been
replaced. Other work that's been happening is the exhaust has been roughed in. A brace will be
fabricated to support the silencer. The box of gears was removed to check the clutch and
splines. Discovered the clutch is like new. Completely unused! I had no idea. Splines were also
in excellent condition and well greased. Gearbox and final drive fluids have been changed even
though they looked clean. The oil pan was leaking a little. So, that's been resolved. Motor oil
was black and ugly. Fork seals and fluids have been changed. Rear shock is new. The fuel tank,
front fender, and seat are at the paint shop. Jim K in PA , Jan 23, I hope you wiped that excess
grease off the clutch hub and input shaft before it went back together. New water pump shaft
and new seals? Are you adding the temp sensor and guage? FreeTheBeast , Jan 31, Tire
decision has been made. Avon AM22 and AM Severely limited on good track rubber with the 18"
rear wheel. I'll go with these tires for this year and move forward. I will still work on getting a 17"
rear wheel sorted out in the future. It will mean using the paralever or fabricating the brake
caliper mount. I'll tackle that later. Custom brake lines have arrived. Ready for installation.
Painted parts should be back from the paint shop next week. My paint guy is also a
motorcyclist. He's excited about this project, too. I hope we're only a couple of weeks from
firing up this thing. No pictures of the bike to share. FreeTheBeast , Feb 1, Paint work is
finished. I'll go get it after this Winter storm passes through. EvilClown and mach1mustang like
this. FreeTheBeast , Feb 2, The Avon tires are no longer available. Discontinued, apparently. I
have switched to Pi
2002 ford windstar abs module
2006 volkswagen jetta 25 owners manual
1999 ford ranger manual hubs
relli Phantom Sportscomp tires since those come in an 18" rear. It was really hard to find an 18"
tire for this bike. I will work on fitting a 17" rear wheel later. That can be phase 2 after one
season with the bike on track. FreeTheBeast , Feb 6, Sneak peek Tim McKittrick , Feb 7, Would
the Metzler Racetech RR vintage race tires work for you? FreeTheBeast , Feb 7, FreeTheBeast ,
Feb 13, Tires arrived this week and were installed on the bike. Some other bits also turned up.
Hopefully more progress next week with things such as brake lines and wire harness. Pirelli
Phantom Sportscomp RS. AtLarge and EvilClown like this. Progress with brake lines. Spiegler
brand. Custom ordered. Used the stock BMW splitter and fixed it to the fork brace. Exhaust is
installed. Support arm is using aluminum bar from a Bark Busters hand guard. AtLarge ,
mach1mustang and EvilClown like this. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored
Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your password?

